The quest for large and low-frequency band gaps is one of the principal objectives pursued in a number of engineering applications, ranging from noise absorption to vibration control, and to seismic wave abatement. For this purpose, a plethora of complex architectures (including multiphase materials) and multiphysics approaches have been proposed in the past, often involving difficulties in their practical realization. To address the issue of proposing a material design that enables large band gaps using a simple configuration, in this study we propose an easy-to-manufacture design able to open large, low-frequency complete Lamb band gaps exploiting a suitable arrangement of masses and stiffnesses produced by cavities in a monolithic material. The performance of the designed structure is evaluated by numerical simulations and confirmed by scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) measurements on an isotropic polyvinyl chloride plate in which a square ring region of cross-like cavities is fabricated. The full wave field reconstruction clearly confirms the ability of even a limited number of unit cell rows of the proposed design to efficiently attenuate Lamb waves. In addition, numerical simulations show that the structure allows to shift the central frequency of the BG through geometrical modifications. The design may be of interest for applications in which large BGs at low frequencies are required.
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inTrODUcTiOn
One of the main problems facing physicists and engineers working in the field of metamaterials is to achieve vibration damping and control over large, low-frequency ranges. This is true in fields ranging from noise absorption (Aurégan et al., 2016; Jiménez et al., 2016; Li and Assouar, 2016; Morandi et al., 2016) to seismic wave abatement (Colombi et al., 2016; Miniaci et al., 2016) . Phononic crystals (PCs) and acoustic metamaterials (AMMs), generally made of periodically distributed inclusions in a matrix (or hosting material), are of particular interest because of their ability to act as stop-band filters, i.e., attenuate mechanical waves over entire frequency bands, commonly known as band gaps (BGs) (Pennec et al., 2010; Craster and Guenneau, 2012; Hussein et al., 2014 Bragg scattering and local resonance are the mechanisms mainly exploited for BG nucleation. BGs due to Bragg scattering arise from the wave diffraction by periodic inclusions and thus occur at wavelengths of the order of the unit cell size (Platts et al., 2002) , while local resonance is related to the vibration of individual elements within the medium and is thus independent of the spatial periodicity of the lattice (Baravelli and Ruzzene, 2013; Bigoni et al., 2013) . In some cases, Bragg BGs can be coupled with hybridization BGs (Croënne et al., 2011; Kaina et al., 2013) , due to resonating "inhomogeneities" (Fano interference effects (Kosevich et al., 2006) , electrical resonances (Bergamini et al., 2015; Kherraz et al., 2016), etc.) .
The concept of a BG naturally lends itself to applications involving vibration damping, acoustic filtering, and wave attenuation, as well as waveguiding (Khelif et al., 2005; Pennec et al., 2010) . Applications at high frequencies include wave filters, couplers, sensing devices, wave splitters, demultiplexers, etc. (Pennec et al., 2004; Sukhovich et al., 2009) . A non-exhaustive list of lowfrequency applications includes acoustic absorption, vibration shielding, subwavelength imaging, cloaking, etc (Craster and Guenneau, 2012; Deymier, 2013) .
With these applications in mind, a plethora of different architectures (including multiphase materials) and multiphysics approaches have been proposed in recent years (Bavencoffe et al., 2009; Pennec et al., 2010; Wang and Wang, 2013; Andreassen et al., 2015) , but many involve considerable practical difficulties in their realization due to their inherent complexity.
Recently, particular attention has been focused on phononic plates because of their potential technological applications, ranging from microelectromechanical systems to non-destructive evaluation (Hsu and Wu, 2007; He et al., 2010; Mohammadi et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011; Celli and Gonella, 2014; Gliozzi et al., 2015; Miniaci et al., 2017) . Among others, phononic plates made of periodic distributions of studs or gratings on the surface (Wu et al., 2009; Casadei et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2013) as well as those realized by a periodic distribution of empty cavities perpendicular or parallel to the propagation plane (Hsu and Wu, 2007; Wu et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Wang and Wang, 2013) have been studied.
In addition to theoretical predictions, experimental measurements of BGs in phononic plates have been performed. In this context, Brunet et al. (2008) reported BGs for Lamb waves propagating in rectangular and square arrays of holes drilled in a silicon phononic plate, while Bonello et al. (2007) proved the existence of BGs for Lamb waves in silicon plates coated by a very thin phononic film. Publications dealing with BGs for Lamb waves generated in a plate with a periodic grating on the surface have also appeared (Bavencoffe et al., 2009 (Bavencoffe et al., , 2013 with the aim of quantitatively verifying the relation between the width of the BG and the depth of the grooves. Finally, several studies have considered and shown that filtering and waveguiding properties are achievable in plates with stubs, including biphase materials (Hsiao et al., 2007; Hsu and Wu, 2007; Wu et al., 2009 Wu et al., , 2011 Oudich et al., 2011; Casadei et al., 2012) .
In these approaches, geometrical/physical complexity is often inevitable, leading to considerable complications in their practical realization. This requires unit cells capable of providing the desired dynamic performance while simultaneously being compact, lightweight, and easy to manufacture. In this work, we propose a phononic plate that is simple to fabricate and is capable of opening large, low-frequency complete Lamb BGs, exploiting the resulting equivalent arrangement of masses and stiffnesses produced by cavities in a monolithic material. This simple but efficient design is capable of generating large and low-frequency Lamb BGs when cross-like holes are considered, showing that a sort of "mass centrifugation" process is beneficial. The idea is supported by numerical calculations and experimental scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) measurements on an isotropic polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plate with a square ring region of cross-like holes. The full wave field reconstruction below, within and above the BG frequencies clearly confirms the ability of the proposed design to reflect Lamb waves in the desired frequency range.
The article is organized as follows: first, we present extensive numerical simulations aimed at finding suitable plate configurations capable of nucleating large BGs within the optimal operative frequency range of the SLDV using finite element simulations (FEMs). Through-the-thickness cavities with different geometries are considered as scatterers (inclusions). Next, finite element time-transient analysis is performed to study the influence of the phononic region length (number of unit cells) on wave propagation. Finally, SLDV measurements on ad hoc machined phononic PVC plates are presented and compared to the numerically predicted results. The calculated BGs are verified experimentally, and the direct observation of scattering phenomena below, within, and above the BGs is described.
Design anD nUMerical analYsis
In this section, the description of the phononic plate design is provided. Different geometries of the scatterers, made of throughthe-thickness cavities, are considered to find Bragg-type BGs in the frequency range 0-45 kHz.
In view of the experimental phase, PVC was chosen as the material matrix since it can be easily machined. The PVC mechanical properties are the density ρPVC = 1,430 kg/m 3 , the Young's modulus EPVC = 3 GPa, and the Poisson's ratio vPVC = 0.4 (Miniaci et al., 2014) .
A lattice parameter of a = 20 mm is chosen for the unit cell and a plate thickness H = 0.4 a, so that the lowest Bragg BGs relative A0 mode are expected at around 14 and 36 kHz, corresponding to the half and full wavelength of the A0 propagating mode, respectively. The A0 mode is chosen as it is easy to excite using piezoelectric (PZT) sensors and to measure with SLDV. Once the lattice parameter has been set, band structures for different types of structures are computed. The unit cells are shown in Figure 1 relative to (a) circular, (b) square, and (c) rounded cross-like cavities. Geometrical parameters (see Table 1 ) are chosen so as to guarantee a constant filling fraction ff = 41% for all three models.
The corresponding band structures are shown in Figures 1D-F along with the mode shapes for some specific branches ( Figures 1G-I ). The dispersion diagram is computed along the three high symmetry directions of the first irreducible Brillouin zone (Figure 2) , exploiting the Bloch-Floquet theorem by . The color of the curves indicates the mode polarization, ranging from pure in-plane (blue) to pure out-of-plane (red). On the other hand, blue and red in the mode shapes represent the zero and maximum displacement, respectively. Geometrical parameters are given in Table 1 and guarantee the same filling fraction of ff = 41% for all the three models. (Miniaci et al., 2014) . Phononic plates with circular and square holes do not nucleate any BGs, whereas the unit cell with a rounded cross-like hole exhibits two complete BGs (highlighted as light gray regions). To shed light on this different behavior, we highlight the in-plane or out-of-plane polarization of the modes in the dispersion diagrams by defining a polarization factor:
(1) where V is the volume of the unit cell and ux, uy, and uz are the displacement components along x, y, and z axes, respectively. The points of the dispersion curves are shaded accordingly, with colors varying from p = 0 (blue) to p = 1 (red). Thus, colors close to red indicate vibration modes that are predominantly polarized out-of-plane, while colors close to blue are predominantly polarized in-plane. This allows us to infer that the different arrangement of the cavities is responsible for the shift of some dispersion bands while leaving others unaltered. For instance, Figures 1D,E highlight the shift occurring for two modes: one with a mainly in-plane deformation mechanism (blue rectangle) and another one with a mainly out-of-plane deformation mechanism (red rectangle). The shift is clearly due to the equivalent stiffness variations occurring due to the cavity geometry (see Figures 1G,H) . Introducing a cross-like cavity can accentuate this process and lead to the opening of two BGs ( Figure 1F ) with a smaller deformation of the unit cell for the same branches ( Figure 1I) .
Results hold true for varying plate thickness with the same type of mechanical effects. Figure 3 shows a parametric analysis in which band structures for the unit cell with a cross-like cavity have been computed increasing the thicknesses from H = 0.2 a to H = 1.2 a in steps of 0.2 a. Results show that the plate thickness plays a critical role for (i) the nucleation of BGs, (ii) the frequency shift of the curves, and thus of the upper and/or lower BG boundaries, as well as (iii) polarization of the unit cell modes (as for the previous case, the color scale denotes here the in-plane/ out-of-plane contribution to the total modal displacement). If the thickness of the plate is relatively small (see Figure 3A for H ≤ 0.4 a), the modes are characterized by mainly in-plane or out-of-plane deformation (curves are either red or blue), whereas for thicknesses H ≥ 0.8, a (see Figure 3B ) deformation modes with non-negligible in-plane and out-of plane components are present. The dependence of the BGs with respect to the plate thickness is summarized in Figure 4 where the lower and upper bounds and width of the BGs are reported as a function of H/a (in steps of 0.1 a). No BG appears in the system when H/a = 0.2, whereas a single large BG from approximately 20.70 to 28.00 kHz is present when H/a = 0.7. In all the other cases, two total BGs are present. The plate thickness giving rise to the widest total BG is for H/a = 0.6, corresponding to a relative width of 36% ( fBG L ∈ [20.60-27.95] kHz and fBG U ∈[28.42-32.52] kHz), highlighted in red in Figure 4 . In this case, the two BGs are connected, except for an almost flat band between them.
Thus results show that as the plate thickness increases, the frequency range covered by BGs increases up to the largest value at H/a = 0.6, which is therefore the chosen thickness for the manufacturing of experimental samples. To determine the necessary number of repeated unit cells to obtain efficient signal damping in experiments, finite element time transient analysis are performed (using ABAQUS). Numerical models with unit cells such as the one presented in Figure 1C , arranged in concentric square rings with 1, 2, 3, and 4 rows in a specific portion of the PVC plate, as shown in Figure 5 , are considered.
First, wave propagation analysis is performed to evaluate the screening power of the phononic region as a function of the number of rows of unit cells over a large frequency range. Guided waves are excited by means of an imposed orthogonally displacement (1 × 10 −6 mm in the z-direction) at point A (see Figure 5A) . A pulse of 2 sinusoidal cycles centered at 50 kHz and modulated by a Hanning window ( Figure 6A ) is chosen since it generates Lamb waves over a large frequency spectrum. The out-of-plane displacement detected at point R for the four considered cases along with their Fourier transforms are shown in Figure 7 . The system is modeled as linear elastic, so that the signal attenuation is totally due to the Bragg scattering mechanism. The results clearly show that waves with a frequency content falling outside the BG (gray rectangle) propagate through the phononic region reaching the monitoring point R without substantial attenuation as the number of cross-like cavities increases, while when the frequency content of the propagating waves falls inside the BG, the phononic crystal ring region inhibits the wave propagation so that the displacement at point R is much smaller as the number of cross-like cavities increases. Results show that the destructive interference mechanism starts taking place when two unit cell rows are present and that as the number of unit cell rows increases the edges of the attenuation frequency regions become sharper. The results are presented in semi-logarithmic scale and prove that each additional row of unit cells introduces an attenuation factor of about 4, allowing to infer that a plate with four rows of unit cells can reduce incident wave amplitudes by more than one order of magnitude.
The dynamics of the plate is further investigated assigning as excitation pulse 21 sinusoidal cycles centered at 27.5 kHz (i.e., inside the BG) and modulated by a Hanning window ( Figure 6B) . The full wavefield reconstruction of the Von Mises stress after 780 µs from the excitation is reported in Figure 8 . Green and red colors correspond to zero and maximum stresses, respectively, induced in the plate. The area surrounded by four rows of crosslike cavities is practically free from stresses. For this reason, the phononic plate with four rows of cross-like cavities is chosen for the experimental phase of the study. In particular, the cavities are distributed over a square frame of width 4 × a = 80 mm. A homogeneous area of 120 × 120 mm 2 is enclosed by the annular phononic crystal region.
eXPeriMenTal MeasUreMenTs anD FUll WaVeFielD recOnsTrUcTiOn
The sample used for experimental analysis consists of a standard 1,000 mm × 500 mm × 12 mm (PVC) plate subjected to a machining process whereby 160 hollow rounded cross-cylinder inclusions were drilled, as shown in Figure 9A . The cavities cover a total area of 64 cm 2 and are arranged in 4 concentric rings, which leave a homogeneous 120 mm × 120 mm PVC region at the center. The manufacturing process requires a tolerance of 0.1 mm, which slightly modifies the band structure of the system (Miniaci et al., 2014) .
The adopted experimental setup consists of a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) PSV 400 3D by Polytec (see Figure 9B ) allowing waveform digitization up to 70 kHz, which is sufficient for detecting and visualizing ultrasonic waves in the frequency range of interest since the probe beam size is small enough to detect the motion at a single point on the surface of the phononic plate (Ostachowicz et al., 2012; Kudela et al., 2015) . Elastic guided waves are induced by means of a ceramic piezoelectric disk of diameter 10 mm made of Sonox ® by CeramTec ® bonded to the surface of the investigated sample (point A in Figure 9A ) using commercial super glue. The pulse is excited by a TGA1241 generator by Thurlby Thandar Instruments through an EPA-104 amplifier by Piezo Systems ® Inc, inducing a 200 Vpp signal. To improve measurement accuracy, the investigated specimen is covered with self-adhesive retroreflective film by ORALITE ® enhancing the laser vibrometer signal level in each measurement point regardless of the incidence angle of the measurement beam.
The investigated spatial grid covers the entire phononic surface (see Figure 9A ) and consists of 500 × 500 equally spaced grid points. The laser vibrometer is perpendicularly positioned 1 m away from the investigated surface, and only one SLDV head is used to perform the out-of-plane measurements of the velocity amplitudes over the target area ( Figure 9B) . Multiple (512) measurements are performed and averaged for each node, to filter out part of the noise.
A set of verification experiments is conducted to evaluate the elastic wavefield of the phononic plate at some frequencies of interest highlighted by the numerical study. Based on this analysis, sine functions with 21 Hanning modulated sine cycles with central frequencies of 15, 27.5, and 42.5 kHz are used as input signals (Figures 6B-D) to reconstruct the wavefield for excitations below, within, and above the BGs, respectively.
The excitation signal is used to trigger the data acquisition process. Out-of-plane velocity time histories are acquired starting from laser beam reflections back to the scanning head and their Doppler frequency shift detected by interferometers. Upon completion of measurements at all grid points, the recorded responses are postprocessed to obtain full images of the propagating wavefield aggregating single-point measurements within the region of inspection. The knowledge of the velocity time histories at all grid points (which can be integrated to obtain displacement time histories) allows the reconstruction of the time-evolving cavities arranged in a square ring. Ultrasonic measurements on an ad hoc machined phononic PVC plate are performed via SLDV measurements and compared to the numerical results. Excellent agreement between the numerical predictions and experimental measurements is found both in terms of the BG frequency range and the decreasing trend of the transmission power spectrum. Besides confirming the existence of the numerically predicted complete BGs, measurements provide a direct observation of the scattering phenomena observed for waves characterized by frequency content below, within, and above the BG.
This design shows promise due to its simplicity and effectiveness and could be exploited at different size scales, e.g., at large scales for seismic shielding applications. In the study by Miniaci et al. (2016) , we have shown that for sandy type soils, similar structures in the range of about 10 m are sufficient for effective shielding at frequencies below 5 Hz. Experimental verification remains to be performed on scaled models of these shields. In future, it would be interesting to extend the experiments to other geometries of practical interest, and especially to weakly disordered phononic materials or stubbed phononic plates, to further extend the study of metamaterial geometries providing efficient attenuation over wide low-frequency ranges. wavefields established in the scanning domain (Ostachowicz et al., 2012) . Figure 10 shows the comparison of the experimental wavefield reconstruction and the corresponding calculated displacements for the three aforementioned excitations (Figures 6B-D) . At frequencies below the BGs (Figures 10A,B) , Lamb waves travel through the periodic lattice relatively undisturbed. Limited reflection, scattering, or other losses can be observed, indicating that the phononic region does not interfere significantly with the wave motion.
When operating at a frequency within the BGs, instead, the destructive interferences due to the Bragg scattering occurring within this region become large. Figures 10C,D clearly show that waves are reflected in the plate portion around the phononic region, mainly between the transmitting PZT and the lower edge of the unit cell ring. This behavior is accompanied by an extremely low transmission due to the absence of detectable wave amplitudes inside the phononic region.
Above the BG frequencies, the SLDV again registers transmission inside the phononic region, allowing the wavefield reconstruction at the same intensity scale. However, in this case, unit cells scatter the wave field, resulting in an observable delay in the wave propagation (Figures 10E,F) . In this case, despite the scattering, the phononic region does not cause significant attenuation of the wave field.
Thus, numerical and experimental results show qualitative agreement. In particular, the clear attenuation of the wave field in the phononic region due to Bragg scattering can be observed in the case of a pulse centered within the BG, i.e., at 27.5 kHz, confirming the presence of the numerically calculated BG. It is worth highlighting that as the excitation is provided at a single point, the waves impinge on the phononic region from a wide range of angles proving the "complete" nature of the BG.
cOnclUsiOn
In this article, the existence of a complete BG for Lamb waves propagating in a phononic plate is provided by means of full wave field measurements. Extensive numerical simulations are presented to optimize the attenuating performance of a 12-mm thick PVC plate with 4 rows of unit cells of lattice parameter a = 20 mm, characterized by through-the-thickness cross-like
